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When executing orders, investment firms are held to take all sufficient steps to obtain the best possible 
result for their clients. KCM has a duty to ensure that, when executing transactions directly with other parties 
(a counterparty, broker(dealer), OTC counterparty, futures merchant counterparty, counterparty or 
intermediary, collectively referred to as “Counterparty” or “Counterparties”) or in the event of placing or 
transmitting orders with a Counterparty for execution, it obtains the best possible result for its clients; the 
so called “best execution”.  
 
In general, to meet the duty of “best execution”, each trader must ensure the execution of transactions is 
such that the total cost or proceeds in each transaction are the most favourable under the prevailing 
circumstances. However, since the concept of best execution is not limited to solely obtaining the best price 
and lowest transaction costs, the full range of a Counterparty’s services, including among others, price, 
execution capabilities, speed and likelihood of execution, quality of execution, speed and likelihood of 
settlement, financial responsibility, size and nature of the order, risk management considerations and 
responsiveness to enhance the overall value of a client account for both short term and long term, may be 
considered. 
 
This document sets out KCM’s principles, procedures and control processes in relation to the management 
of trading(costs) on behalf of clients (excluding non-listed fund orders). Its aim is to promote transparency 
so that clients can better understand our trading practices and the charges and costs levied on their assets. 
The document applies to the activities of Kempen Capital Management N.V and Kempen Capital 
Management (UK) LTD. It covers our trading processes, potential conflicts of interest and the general 
principles we adopt for the payment of commissions whenever we transact in the market on behalf of our 
clients. It describes how we address regulatory requirements for ‘best execution’ as described above.  
 
For the transposition of these duties, KCM deems the interests of clients best served with a transparent view 
on the selection of Counterparties when executing orders in financial instruments. Important aspects in the 
selection of Counterparties by KCM, in view of the best execution obligations, have been laid down in these 
Principles. These principles also set out the governance concerning Counterparty approvals.  
 
Moreover, this Policy contains a description of the procedure for evaluation of a Counterparty’s performance 
and a procedure for monitoring and review of the effectiveness of this Policy. The policy, adherence to the 
policy, Counterparty selection and evaluation are monitored by Risk Management. 
 
In addition, this document describes a number of general principles where the leading principle is the fair 
and equal treatment of clients and client orders when executing orders.    
– Priority is always given to the interests of clients over the interests of Kempen;  
– In similar situations the interests of clients involved are treated in the same way; 
– If a conflict of interest cannot be avoided, the trading desk ensures that all clients involved are treated 

fairly;  
– Client transactions are processed according to KCM’s Order Execution Policy. 
  

1. Introduction 
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KCM operates a dedicated Trading Desk, responsible for the execution of transactions initiated by KCM’s 
portfolio managers. It is the responsibility of the traders to execute the trades, following the best order 
execution policy and mentioned principles.  

2.1 Equity strategies: 

Global / European and Dutch Small Cap  
Global / European High Dividend 
Global / European Real Estate 
Focus Capital on the Long Term  
Fundamental Indexation 
Fiduciary Management 

2.2 Fixed income strategies 

Government Bonds 
Euro Credits 
High Yield 
Fiduciary Management 

2.3 Listed Derivatives and Currencies (OTC) 

Allocation Fund 
All of the above strategies 

2. For whom are transactions executed? 
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KCM’s uses a cross-asset Order Management System (OMS) which is called thinkFolio. It is implemented as 
a single integrated investment management platform, which supports the entire front office. The portfolio 
manager generates an order in thinkFolio which contains an integrated compliance engine that enables 
KCM to perform both pre-trade and post-trade compliance checks to ensure adherence to client guidelines, 
regulatory requirements and inhouse mandates. thinkFolio requires that transactions created by portfolio 
managers are allocated in advance of the trade execution. KCM’s’ fiduciary obligation requires that 
transactions be allocated fairly among portfolios. An electronic trade rounding facility exists within the 
system. After a pre-trade compliance check the order(s) can be send to the Traders. On receipt of the order, 
the traders consult with the portfolio manager on how the order should be executed.  

3.1 Trade aggregation (block trades) and allocation 

Because investment teams can in principle implement the same investment policy over the different 
portfolios under their management, it is required that multiple orders for the purchase or sale of the same 
security on the same terms are aggregated for execution as a single order, in order to treat all clients fair 
and equal. Next to that, the aggregation of trades also reduces transaction (and settlement) costs.  
Each account that is part of an aggregated transaction receives the average share price of the transaction, 
with all associated costs shared (if possible) on a pro rata basis.  

3.2 Deviation in case of differing order sizes 

In the event a large order comes in from one account (compared to the average daily volume), and the 
same security needs to be bought or sold for several smaller accounts, the sum of all the smaller accounts 
will subsequently be combined with an equal amount from the large transaction, and this combination will 
be executed as one trade. The remainder of the larger order will be executed separately. This prevents 
small accounts getting very small allocations and having to wait with the execution of their order until the 
large order is also filled, which might take days or weeks.  

3.3 Deviation from pro-rata allocations 

Where orders are partially filled, allocations are made in compliance regulatory rules Fair treatment of 
Clients principles. Therefore, partially filled orders are generally allocated on a pro-rata basis, unless there 
are good reasons not to, for example using a prorate basis may result in an uneconomic allocation or lot 
size. In these cases, the proposed allocation, and the rationale for it must be recorded, and these allocations 
are subject to compliance review (if not subject to agreed automated methodology).  
 

3. How does an order arrive at the 
trading desk? 
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The facilities available in today’s marketplace allow KCM to use a variety of methods to execute client 
transactions, including the engagement of full service counterparties, transacting directly with dealers and 
market makers, and making use of electronic trading platforms and Multilateral Trading Facilities “MTFs”. 
The selection of any particular method to execute a client trade must be consistent with KCM’s fiduciary 
obligation to obtain the best execution for its accounts.  
 
KCM will consider a number of factors in seeking to obtain best execution. These may include price, costs, 
speed, likelihood of execution and settlement, size, and the nature of the trade and other considerations. 
  
The relative importance of these factors will be determined by considering matters including the 
characteristics of the portfolio manager’s order and strategy, liquidity over price, the characteristics of the 
financial instruments that are subject to that order and the characteristics of the counterparties and 
execution venues to which that order can be directed.  
 
Ordinarily, price and costs together will merit high relative importance in obtaining best execution, but this 
will be tempered, for example, where the size of the trade is large compared to the liquidity of the 
instrument in question (liquidity over price), or where speed of execution becomes important for investment 
due to nature and size of order or client cash flow requirements and therefore the execution venue may 
play a more important role. 
 
Transactions are executed exclusively via counterparties included on an approved counterparty list which 
is system enforced. The trader places the order with the counterparty that offers ‘best execution’. The 
traders are empowered to determine the best moment for placing the order with a counterparty.  

4.1 Equities 

The Trading desk uses Bloomberg’s Execution Management System called EMSX with integrated real-time 
analytics, Indications of Interest (IOIs) and Trade Advertisements, and Transaction Cost Analytics (BTCA). 
Our thinkFolio OMS is connected real-time to EMSX which means that the two systems mirror each other 
and that fills in EMSX directly flow into thinkFolio.  
 
Within the Equity Trades, an important distinction for defining the execution method is made between 
‘Liquid’ securities, mostly Large caps and ETF’s which in general are more liquid, and ‘Less liquid’ Securities, 
mostly REITs and Small caps, where these are in general less liquid. 
 
Next to that we distinguish three types of methods, namely cash desks, program trades and 
DMA/algorithmic orders. All types of trades may result in trade execution on a Regulated Market if such is 
deemed the most appropriate under the prevailing market circumstances. The traders will use their own 
judgment and experience in determining which method to use dependent on the specific (market) 
circumstances. 
 
After order arrival the Traders can access independent pre-trade analytics to aid price discovery, project 
the costs of the trade and to assist them in identifying to select and establishing a strategy prior to placing 
a trade in the market. These analytics combined with their extensive market knowledge helps them choose 
the best counterparty for their trading strategy. KCM relies also on the experience of our trading team to 
minimise transaction costs. Communication between our investment managers and traders has also proved 

4. Placement Process 
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to be vital to effective trading. The Traders route trades to the counterparty of their choice fully 
electronically and are able to analyse execution performance across all venues in real time. 
 
In general, after assessment of average daily trading volume and price movements for the relevant 
securities the equity transactions are traded by using one of the following methods: algorithmic trades, cash 
desk trades or program trades. All types of trades may result in trade execution on a Regulated Market if 
such is deemed the most appropriate under the prevailing market circumstances. The KCM traders will use 
their own judgment and experience in determining which method it will use dependent on the specific 
(market) circumstances and other criteria. 

Cash desks 

The traders can use counterparties to trade equities where, as an example, orders need to be worked by a 
trader in the market. The counterparties use their distribution networks to source the other side of the trade. 
Especially sector traders can deliver valuable input as they are specialists. Besides market knowledge and 
execution quality the counterparty can also be used to gain access to their capital for principal trades.   

Program Trading 

Program Trading is used to trade a basket of stocks at once on predetermined conditions. A large number 
of equities can be traded within the same timeframe. 

Direct Market Access / Algorithmic trading 

Direct Market Access (DMA) refers to electronic facilities that allow buy side firms to benefit generally from 
a better cost for financial securities they may wish to buy or sell. The traders have full control in the way a 
transaction is managed by themselves rather than passing the order over to a counterparty. Information 
leakage is minimised because the trading is done anonymously using the DMA provider's identity as a 
cover. DMA systems are also shielded from other trading desks within the provider's organisation by a 
Chinese wall. The traders decide which DMA provider / algorithm to use to minimize market impact, 
opportunity costs and risk.  

Equity Cross Trades  

Cross trading generally refers to the practice by which portfolio managers purchases or sell securities 
between funds and/or investment accounts that they manage. KCM allows cross trades as they can be 
beneficial to the clients to avoid or minimise market impact, trading costs and commission. To ensure that 
a trader or a portfolio manager in doing a cross trade does not favour one client over the other, certain 
procedures should be followed and certain compliance requirements rule these trades. A cross trade 
between segregated accounts is only allowed if the possibility of a cross trade is allowed in the underlying 
IMA of that account. For the Funds cross trades are in principle allowed. Cross trades are always executed 
via a counterparty, in order to allow for them to report the trade to the regulated market (Post-Trade 
reporting). 
 
General principles that rule the equity cross trades are: 
a) all involved clients must have approved the use of cross trades (in the IMA) 
b) pricing is based on the principles of forward pricing; 
c) all accounts involved in the cross trade are executed against the same price.   
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Exchange Traded Funds (ETF) 

ETF’s can be traded in three different ways. KCM can access the secondary market through counterparties  
like a normal equity trade. The trader also has the option to ask a risk trade from a counterparty where 
they would receive an indicative quote from the exchange (mid-price) or they can ask for the indicative costs 
to trade when targeting the funds Net Asset Value (NAV) which is on forward pricing. 
 
Depending on the transparency of pricing and the perceived liquidity of the ETF the orders may be placed 
in competition and, where possible, a minimum of three counterparties will be contacted to quote. It may 
not always be possible or appropriate to request comparable price information from counterparties. 
Approaching multiple venues or counterparties for a competing quote is likely to have a negative effect on 
a transaction because of possible information leakage. 

4.2 Fixed Income 

Trades in Fixed Income can be divided into several categories: Government Bonds and Corporate Bonds or 
Credits including High Yield. Our thinkFolio OMS is connected real-time to Bloomberg via the TSOX interface, 
which means that the two systems mirror each other and that fills in Bloomberg directly flow into thinkFolio. 
Fixed Income instruments are executed in the primary and secondary market.  All categories have their own 
specific procedures which will be described below. 

Government Bonds 

Most government bonds are liquid and can be traded via the Bloomberg MTF. Depending on the 
transparency of pricing and the perceived liquidity of the instruments the orders may be placed in 
competition and, where possible, a minimum of three Counterparties will be contacted to quote. The 
counterparty with the best price in the inquiry will receive the trade. The list of eligible counterparties is a 
result of the counterparty evaluation process. 
 
For illiquid government bonds, or sizes too big for the platform, the trading desk will call or chat with one 
or a few specific counterparties with a proven or expected proficiency in the bond in question, and trade 
the bond with one of these counterparties. When the trade is done by telephone or chat, the counterparty 
needs to send a confirmation via Bloomberg, which can be added to the blotter to keep track of executed 
trades. 

Corporate Bonds / High yield 

When a bond has enough liquidity on the Bloomberg trading platform, orders will be executed there via a 
competition trade described above. However a relatively large part of the fixed income instruments that are 
traded may have limited price transparency, or may only to a limited extend be available in the market. It 
may not always be possible or appropriate to request comparable price information from counterparties. 
Approaching multiple venues or counterparties for a competing quote is likely to have a negative effect on 
a transaction because of possible information leakage. The number of Counterparties used depends on a 
number of factors (e.g. size, complexity of the trade, need for discretion). Therefore the traders will make 
use of available market data on counterparties’ ability to trade the instrument in question at the most 
advantageous price. Larger size bond orders and orders in illiquid bonds or illiquid markets may be 
executed through bilateral negotiations with one Counterparty. This is done in order not to disturb the 
market and obtain a discrete and quick execution. These Counterparties can be specialised in these bonds, 
bond markets or have special abilities in these products or markets. On a daily basis there is intensive 
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contact between the Counterparties and the traders from KCM about market developments, flows or special 
demand or offers in the different markets. 

Fixed Income Cross Trades 

Cross trading generally refers to the practice by which portfolio managers purchases or sell securities 
between funds and/or investment accounts that they manage. KCM allows cross trades as they can be 
beneficial to the clients to avoid or minimise market impact and trading costs. To ensure that a trader or a 
portfolio manager in doing a cross trade does not favour one client over the other, certain procedures should 
be followed and certain compliance requirements rule these trades.  
A cross trade between segregated accounts is only allowed if the possibility of a cross trade is allowed in 
the underlying IMA of that account. For the Funds cross trades are in principle allowed. 
Cross trades are always executed via a counterparty, in order to allow for them to report the trade to the 
regulated market (Post-Trade reporting). 

General principles that rule the fixed income ‘cross trades’ are: 

(i) clients have to allow the possibility of cross trades in the IMA; 

(ii) pricing is in principle based on a mid market price; 

(iii) executing prices will differ between the buy and sell price (usually 1 cent). 

4.3 Currencies 

The Trading desk executes three different types of currency trades: spot trades, forward or swaps trades 
against a fixing price, and speculative forward trades. Each category will be briefly described below. When 
executing any currency transactions, the trading desk will select an execution venue based upon the factors 
mentioned elsewhere in this policy, however after consideration of these factors, KCM views price as a 
primary determining factor in establishing execution quality for its clients. In addition KCM will take into 
account other criteria such as, the likelihood of settlement, quality of the legal documentation and 
agreements with the Counterparties are important factors which affects the choice of an execution venue. 
 
Procedures for currency trades are very much dependent on the requirements and the custodian of the fund 
or client and transactions in these instruments can only be carried out with Counterparties which that legal 
documentation and agreements have been signed with. Depending on the transparency of pricing and the 
perceived liquidity of the currency the orders may be placed in competition and, where possible, a minimum 
of two counterparties will be contacted to quote. 
 
Via thinkFolio spot orders are send to a FX trading platform called FX All. These orders are straight-through-
processed. The timing of the execution can be discussed with the portfolio managers.  
 
For specific clients KCM executes currency hedges via currency forwards or swaps. Once every three 
months the outstanding hedge positions will be rolled via swaps against the fixing price or on the FX ALL 
MTF. Orders are created by the portfolio manager via thinkFolio and are sent by the traders to the 
counterparty via the FX All MTF. The confirmations are sent back the same way.  
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4.4 Options and Futures 

ThinkFolio OMS is connected real-time to Bloomberg EMSX and TSOX. Trades can be executed using Direct 
Market Access (DMA) or can be routed to a counterparty that has been selected by a process based on 
additional factors such as the credit quality of a counterparty, the current exposure to the counterparty 
and relevant ISDA documentation in place. 
 
All listed derivatives (i.e. options and futures) are traded using an execution Counterparty who must have a 
give up agreement with the clearing Counterparty and KCM (or specific clients). The execution Counterparty 
has discretionary power to execute the client order on a Regulated Market, a MTF, a (system of) 
internalization or on his own accounts. 

4.5 Credit Default Swaps 

KCM currently has set up trading arrangements ISDA’s with five counterparties. The trader will ask multiple 
counterparties for a quote via a chat; the trade will be done with the counterparty with the best quote. A 
number of the orders in this category will be spread orders, where a buy of one CDS will be traded in 
combination with the sale of another, or with a bond.  
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Client transactions may be executed only with or through counterparties that meet requirements applied 
by KCM. The Approved counterparty list may include any financial institution which the traders believe can 
add value to the trading process, however the counterparties approval is subject to a qualitative check on 
the standing / solidity by Risk Management, who assesses counterparties before they are approved for use 
and periodically reviews the credit rating of all the counterparties we use. The Trading desk maintains the 
approved counterparty list. If the traders are of the view that, given specific circumstances, it is in a client’s 
best interest that a certain Counterparty should be added to the approved counterparty list, such 
counterparty may be added to the list following KCM’s internal selection procedure. This procedure is 
highlighted below. In principle, each asset class (Equity, Fixed Income and FX), uses its own sub-list of 
preferred counterparties. 
 
The traders continually consider the quality of execution and services provided by counterparties. This is 
reflected in a semi‐annual review process, based on a quantitative and qualitative aspects. The results of 
the evaluation process are reported to the CIO. The evaluation process and outcome is documented, 
electronically, and archived by the Trading desk for at least seven years. 
 
In review process, the Trading desk considers aspect like: 
– The outcomes of a post-trade analysis where we monitor execution prices against industry benchmarks 

where available and evaluate the trading practises 
– The quality and effectiveness of a Counterparty’s execution policy  
– Trust, by which we mean: is a counterparty able to maintain the confidentiality of an order and do they 

know where to expose an order and where not 
– The Counterparty’s ability to provide the best price and to maximize the opportunity for price 

improvement 
– Ability of our counterparty to commit their capital to our trades and/or obtain natural liquidity to minimize 

market impact 
– Clearance and settlement capabilities 
– Commission rates and other costs 
– The Counterparty’s ability to provide favourable access to new issues 
– access to specific markets (e.g. Taiwan, Korea) 
– Hit ratio’s for Fixed Income transactions 
– Quality and Quantity of information flow 
– Offering of a program trading platform  
– Any other relevant factor  

5. Counterparty selection (approved 
counterparty list) 
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For those markets and instruments where trading commissions are paid, KCM must arrange commissions in 
such a way as not to discriminate unfairly between counterparties. 

6.1 Equity 

There is a standard rate of commission for all counterparties within each market with special terms 
negotiated for certain orders such as program/algorithmic transactions and transactions in illiquid stocks.  
 
KCM periodically evaluates general industry practices with respect to commission levels and rates charged 
by the counterparties we use. Additionally, KCM periodically gathers intelligence on the counterparty 
community in order to maintain a posture on negotiated commissions, which allows KCM to take advantage 
of the competitive environment in negotiating commission rates that are considered fair and reasonable for 
its clients. 
 
In principle we currently use the following rates although discretion lies with the traders: 
More liquid securities (in general Large caps) 
Cash desks: 6bps 
Program trades: 3bps 
DMA/Algorithmic: 3bps 
 
Less liquid securities (in general Small caps and REITS) 
Illiquid / principle trades: 10bps depending on size and volume and with the exception to pay a higher rate 
for exceptional liquidity 
 
The above tariffs are used as a guideline, however. In the case of cross trades, the commission is split 50/50 
over the buy and sell tickets so that clients are treated equally. 
 
Additionally, every month the Trading Desk runs a commission report which is sent to the Management and 
CIO. The paid commissions are presented to the CIO and Team Heads on a semi-annual basis. In this 
meeting, the paid commissions are compared and discussed with three former semi-annual periods. To 
minimise commission costs, the Trading Desk uses Algorithmic and Program trading strategies for liquid 
orders and markets.  

6.2 Fixed Income 

Ordinarily, for fixed income transactions, liquidity and price are the main determining factors given the 
nature of the securities, as well as speed of market and size of transaction. Since commissions are not 
charged Government Bonds and Corporate Bonds, such costs do not need to be considered in obtaining 
best execution. 
 
 

6. Commissions 
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6.3 Potential inducements 

KCM does not receive any remuneration, discount or non-monetary benefit for routing client orders to a 
particular counterparty which would infringe the requirements on conflicts of interest or inducements.  
Moreover, certain services received from counterparties, such as the provision of investment research, are 
paid by KCM and not using  transaction commissions or fees. 
 

6.4 Trading with Kempen & Co Securities (affiliated 
brokers) 

Kempen & Co N.V., the parent company of Kempen, is a merchant bank operating in three business areas: 
(1) asset management (Kempen), (2) corporate finance (Kempen & Co Corporate Finance B.V.) and (3) 
securities brokerage (Kempen & Co Securities N.V.).  
 
Kempen & Co Securities focuses on securities broking in European real estate and Dutch small cap equities. 
It is included in our Approved counterparty list and can be used to execute equity trades. Kempen & Co 
Securities is judged by the same metrics as other brokers, and the requirement of best execution always 
applies.  
 
Kempen and its affiliated companies operate independently of one another. Organizational and 
administrative measures have been taken to ensure the separation of businesses, prevent the dissemination 
of sensitive information and manage potential conflicts of interest. 
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In principle, transactions are booked when they have been fully or partial executed on the market closing 
time (European hours). The aim for liquid orders is to complete those on the day of arrival. Orders with very 
small executions can be warehoused if the underlying client has given permission on warehousing in their 
investment guidelines and the counterparty can facilitate. Important to note is that some markets don’t 
allow warehousing because of domestic regulation.     
 
After booking the trades in our OMS thinkFolio the trades appear in Omgeo Central Trade Manager (CTM). 
This platform for the central matching of cross-border and domestic transactions automates the trade 
confirmation process across multiple asses classes. Omgeo CTM is an industry owned and governed 
solution. Quantity, price, trade/settlement date, commission, fees and taxes all have to correspond exactly 
to what the counterparty has sent, otherwise no matching takes place. This process is almost fully 
automated. For OTC trades KCM uses DTCC to match.  
 

7. Booking of transactions 
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One key aspect of best execution is that best execution focusses on the best possible overall results on a 
consistent basis, and not just on best price for an individual trade. KCM monitors trade prices against 
industry benchmarks where available, with the assistance of exception reports to determine if best 
execution has been achieved. We analyse our executions on  a daily basis using the independent third party 
vendor Bloomberg Transaction Cost Analysis (BTCA) solution, across multiple asset classes, to demonstrate 
and monitor our order execution policy. Results from BTCA’s analysis may be considered in the voting 
process. 
 
We may use a number of post trade analytical tools to monitor the costs of individual transactions where 
possible. BTCA does not include qualitative features, just quantitative. It provides the data required for 
counterparty reviews and relevant performance feedback, the opportunity to identify and quantify 
performance improvement across counterparties over time, and the ability to define, explain and justify a 
best execution practice to both clients and regulators. TCA provides us detailed indications on overall 
trading performance and valuable insight into how certain trades achieved best possible execution, given 
external market conditions and internal restrictions. This type of analysis is not meant to be a precise 
method for evaluating individual trades but the goal is to measure the performance of strategies, algorithms, 
traders and venues over time. 

8.1 Equity benchmarks  

To create actionable information, KCM analyses individual executions and orders, in the appropriate 
context, based on the type of order (regular/switch/close) and the subsequent market movement.  
 
For regular equity trades KCM uses a pre trade benchmark measuring Implementation Shortfall corrected 
with the expected market impact/costs that have been constructed by using industry averages for regular 
transactions. TCA that evaluates trading for less liquid stocks compared to participation based benchmarks, 
such as VWAP, TWAP and IS provide some value but are not sufficient. Our goal is to compare execution 
quality to the pre trade expectation of cost. We deviate from the IS corrected for expected market impact 
benchmark when trading orders over the day. In these situations we use the TWAP benchmark.  
 
 In the case of fund flows and passive KCM funds the trading desk uses the Closing price benchmark. This 
is day's closing price on the primary exchange on the day of the order. A fund NAV is marked once a day 
and based on the closing prices of the underlying securities.  If the trader purchases below the close price, 
the fund investor buys the fund at a higher price than their investment, which creates transfer of wealth from 
the new purchaser to the shareholders of the fund. If the fund is not able to beat the close price but requires 
funds in excess of the new investment, then the existing shareholders subsidize the purchase. Missing the 
close price means a loss to the fund. Our experienced traders, with all the knowledge and expertise that 
they have built up over time, should in general be able to beat an algo strategy.  
 
 

8. Analysis of Post-trade monitoring of 
execution 
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8.2 Fixed Income benchmarks 

For bonds KCM uses the CBBT benchmark from Bloomberg. The CBBT composite is the continuous primary 
reference price for bonds in BTCA and requires at least three executable pricing sources with prices and 
sizes on both sides of the market. In the case of the minimum CBBT requirements not being met, KCM has 
the option to use the BVAL pricing service in Bloomberg. BVAL is based on direct and observed prices on a 
bond, with a score applied to indicate a level of ‘price confidence’ in that security. When a bond has many 
direct observations; i.e. many price makers quoting on the ALLQ screen, a higher BVAL score/price 
confidence will exist (1 being low, 10 being high). When the opposite is true; i.e. a small number of makers 
pricing on ALLQ for a bond, the price confidence will be lower, meaning a greater reliance on comparable 
observations as opposed to direct observations (which won’t exist). Comparable observations can include 
bonds from the same issuer, similar risk profile, etc,  ultimately leveraging wider Bloomberg market data to 
generate a ‘fair value’ which can be used to benchmark against. Especially in the case of illiquid bonds.  
 
For Fixed Income, Foreign Exchange and OTC Derivatives the hit‐ratios of the  transactions put in 
competition may be used to evaluate the trading practices. 

8.3 Compliance 

The monitoring on trade execution by the trading desk as well as compliancy with the order execution policy 
and best execution requirements is periodically reviewed by the Compliance department. The process starts 
with an order execution policy that defines execution goals as some combination of price, costs, speed, 
likelihood of execution and settlement, size, nature or any other relevant consideration across all asset 
classes. Besides the previous checks, compliance undertakes a systematic review of trades that fall outside 
of the best execution policies and adapt accordingly. Compliance can use the exceptions dashboard from 
BTCA. This allows them to drill down on each dataset and specific outliers to manage issues as they arise, 
and to monitor overall statuses throughout the lifetime of these exceptions. Explanations by traders are 
being monitored by compliance.  

8.4 Examination of Outliers  

KCM monitors trade prices against industry benchmarks where available, with the assistance of exception 
reports to determine if best execution has been achieved. The exception status is visualized using colour 
coded flags. From the dashboard, users can drill into each report category and specific outliers to manage 
issues as they arise, and to monitor overall statuses throughout the lifetime of these exceptions. The 
historical view allows KCM to identify outlier trends over time to review and refine thresholds, inform 
resourcing decisions and highlight areas for improvement. Within each exception detail screen, the traders 
can access additional functions to determine the market context at the time of each trade. Additional 
functions include trade histories, price quotes, news, charts/analytics and model pricing. This information 
can be used by the traders to explain the exception and give comments for each trade in the exception 
dashboard. Explanations by traders are being monitored by compliance.  
 
 
.  
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9.1 Review 

We will review our execution arrangements and policy at least annually, and additionally where there 
is a material change to our execution arrangements to deliver to its clients the best possible result in 
the execution of orders. The effectiveness and accuracy these Principles, acting in accordance with it 
and the principles and procedures contained in it will be monitored on a continuing basis by Risk 
Management. 

9.2 Availability 

The most up‐to‐date version of these Principles shall be available upon a client’s request.  

9. Monitoring and review of the 
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Disclaimer 

This presentation of Kempen Capital Management NV (KCM) is for information purposes only. The information in this document is 

incomplete without the verbal explanation given by an employee of KCM. 

KCM is licensed as a manager of various UCITS and AIFs and authorized to provide investment services, and, as such, is subject to 

supervision by the Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets. 

No part of this presentation may be used without prior permission from KCM. 
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